
CONCIERGE PROPOSAL
Outsourced Gifting for VIP clients





WHAT IS GIFTOLOGY CONCIERGE?

WHY DO PEOPLE PURCHASE THIS?

It is an on-demand gifting service. A leader in your organization will send a text message 
or an email to their personal GIFT∙OLOGIST, who will then perform all the admin work of 
executing the gift: ordering, engraving/personalization, wrapping, and the handwritten 
note. 

100% on demand, 24/7, 365.
The concierge service is for leadership teams and sales teams that want to incorporate 
gift marketing as part of a round-the-clock, brand-building, relationship strategy.

Setting up a gift marketing system internally can be extremely challenging. If even one 
detail is missed, a simple “thanks for meeting with me” gift can go from “thoughtful ges-
ture” to “perceived bribe.”

Of course all the details can be learned by engaging with the GIFT∙OLOGY team, creating 
a successful first campaign, and diving wholeheartedly into our playbook. But even then, 
most companies are not properly staffed to execute this plan at the full scale of their 
organization. It’s the same reason many companies hire a marketing agency (often times 
on a 4 or 5-figure monthly retainer) to engage their creative services.

Many clients have suggested to us:

“It would be great if you could just take this off my 
plate so I didn’t have to think about it.”
And poof. The concierge service was born.
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HOW DO PEOPLE USE IT?
There are four primary circumstances that often necessitate on-demand gifting:

Milestones. such as birthdays or anniversaries. Imagine: a VIP employee or client has 
a birthday in the next ten days. You initiate a high-quality (family heirloom type) gift 
simply by sending a text message to your concierge GIFT∙OLOGIST. The process takes less 
than 90 seconds.

Meetings. Maybe not the same old weekly staff meeting. But if people are going to be 
traveling to a quarterly (or annual) meeting, a practical luxury gift can make your event 
special.

Follow-ups. After a first-or-second meeting with a client or circle-of-influence. A gift 
given at this point in the relationship with no ASK and no expectation of reciprocity will 
speak volumes about yourself and your brand – especially when you include their inner 
circle (spouse or assistant).

Onboarding. Get the business relationship started off strong by creating a personal 
connection with a well-timed, personalized, best-in-class gift. When your second impres-
sions are as world class as your first? Your client relationships will become affair-proof.

The concierge service can also be used for holidays. However, given that holidays fall on 
the same (predictable) date every year? And that they typically involve gifting a greater 
volume and wider variety of clients and employees? We recommend planning-in-ad-
vance and taking a more strategic approach.

*** Note: As a concierge customer, there is NO additional charge for masterminding a 
holiday gifting strategy. This holds true whether your recipient list is 3 people or 3,000. 
Proposals can be requested at no extra charge. *** IN
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Sign-ups are annual. Once you sign-up, you will be given an email and cell phone number 
for your personal gifting concierge. Although they are virtual, treat this person like you 
would any other team member. Put this person to work day-or-night by communicating:

Recipient’s name and address – include the spouse’s name for extra personalization.
Occasion – this way we can customize the handwritten notes.
Which of the pre-selected gifts you wish to send.

*** Note: annual fee is for the concierge service and does not include the costs of gifts. 
There are no minimum or maximum number of gifts to send. Use the service however 
and whenever you like. ***

We will use the credit card on file every time a gift is requested (like a bar tab). When 
communication is received, we will process the card the pre-arranged cost of the gift, and 
get the artifact ordered within 48 hours. We know that time is of the essence, so we work 
as quickly as possible (often within 1-2 hours of receiving an order) so a personalized, 
handcrafted, best-in-class, quality artifact can arrive fast.

This service is for business leaders who believe in purchasing high-quality gifts as a 
means of standing-out, gaining access, and proving that they should be taken seriously in 
the marketplace.

This service is not for business leaders with no gifting budget, who believe their personal 
and professional brand would be better represented with gift cards, alcohol, or (literally) 
cheesy gift baskets.
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HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?
Cost is on a per user, annual basis:

*** Note: As an LPS client, you are entitled to a special deal – 3 users for the price of one 
($2500 per year). All users must use the same credit card on file when requesting gifts. ***

1-10 USERS

11-25 USERS

26-50 USERS

51+ USERS

$2,500 EA.

$2,200 EA.

$1,950 EA.

$1,800 EA.

WHAT DO THE HANDWRITTEN NOTES SAY?
Each handwritten note will be approved by the sender (either in a reply email or reply 
text). However, depending on the occasion and the artifact, each note will have a relevant 
theme.

Ex 1) “Thank you for carving out the time to meet with me.” – Cutco gift, first meeting 
theme

Ex 2) “Happy birthday to a one-of-a-kind. May this be your most refreshing year yet.” – 
Refresh Glass gift, birthday theme (each Refresh Glass is manufactured one-of-a-kind 
from up-cycled wine bottles). IN
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WHAT PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE IN CONCIERGE?
We have selected 13 of our best artifacts that will allow you to hit each of the 7 tenants of 
GIFT∙OLOGY, while still having flexibility for a recipient’s interests and/or particular season 
of life. Each of these gifts can be positioned appropriately for the four scenarios above 
(birthday, meeting, etc).

For travelers:
STL custom leather line – dopp kit, portfolio, travel wallet, and luggage tag.

For music lovers:
LSTN music line – zebra wood headphones or Bluetooth speaker (philanthropic gift)

For marrieds:
Cutco Cutlery (Forever Guaranteed) – entertainer pack, shear favorites set, ice cream 
scoop

Refresh Glass – 12oz or 16oz handcrafted, “every piece unique,” glassware set

For outdoor enthusiasts:
Cutco Cutlery outdoor products – garden tool set, fisherman’s knife, and 
pocket knife

*** See below for item specifics, differing price points, and the strategy behind each arti-
fact. ***
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WHY IS YOUR GIFTING LINE SO RESTRICTIVE?
The number one reason gifts don’t get sent is because of “shopping overwhelm.” The way 
to get the most out of a concierge service is to have several “sure thing” gifts that’ll appeal 
to 98% of clients.

We are highly recommending 12 such gifts. Each high-quality, each intended to be 
enjoyed for many years to come, and each proven to earn emotional equity for the 
gift-giver.

It is through restricting the catalog to a small, finite number of (tested, extremely popular) 
gifts that we are able to create a gifting habit amongst your leaders, sales, and marketing 
teams. Our most successful clients are the people who order so frequently they can text 
their GIFT∙OLOGIST, 

“Hi Sharon! Second time client meeting. Let’s do 
the usual. Names and addresses are…”

HOW DO I GET STARTED?
Getting started is easy:
Reply back with your desired user count – from 1 user to 350. Remember
Sign a brief contract and pay the invoice
Specify the credit card(s) on file for gifting.
Get assigned a number(s) and email(s) for each user 

And then the final two steps:
Use the service to send gifts.
Be loved and adored by all.

Gain access, build relational equity, and get referrals without asking.

It couldn’t be any easier. IN
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DOPP KIT 
$277.00 (INCL. P+N+S)

A traveling man needs a place to store
essentials. Enter: Dopp Kit.
-the art of manliness

DETAILS
Handcrafted: Tennessee leather that’ll last 
multiple generations. 
Measures 10 x 4 x 6. Available in rich latigo 
brown leather as shown in the picture. Also 
available in black and tan buffalo leather.
Did you know? The name derives from the 
early 20th century leather craftsman Charles 
Doppelt, whose company designed the case 
in 1926.

PERSONALIZATION
“JRR” (embossing recipient’s initials)

THEME/NOTE
“Thank you for being part of our family. 
May we always help carry your burdens 
as you travel the world and conquer!”



DETAILS
Handcrafted: Tennessee Tannery cowhide 
leather. The same tannery founded in 1946 
that legendary St. Louis based Rawlings 
owns and operates. Quilted leather spine to 
add flair while remaining classy.

Details: Painted edges in a quilted pattern. 
Small folio measures 6.25” x 9.25” x 1” (closed) 
and 12.5” x 9.25” x .5” (open). Full size folio fits 
standard 8.5” x 11” pads. Both sizes available 
in rich latigo brown leather as shown in the 
picture. Also available in black and
tan buffalo.

LEATHER PORTFOLIO
$177.00 - $277.00 (INCL. P+N+S)

available in small and full sizes

PERSONALIZATION
“JRR” (embossing recipient’s initials or their 
company logo)

THEME/NOTE
“Thank you for always showing up for me: 
as a client, friend, and fan. May this small 
token help you always show up to your 
next big meeting or event ready-to-rock.”



DETAILS
The same world-renown Rawlings leather 
that the baseball giant has made famous. All 
STL products are American-made, tanned in 
Tennessee, and all handcrafted elements of 
this piece are assembled in St Louis, one of 
the manufacturing hubs of the country.

Measures 4.5” × 8.75” x .5” (closed) and 9” × 
8.75” x .25” (open). Available in latigo brown 
or black and tan buffalo leather. If you’ve 
ever lost your passport, you know why these 
are necessary.

TRAVEL WALLET
$127.00 - $232.00 (INCL. P+N+S)

Smaller passport wallet (pictured here) or larger travel wallet

PERSONALIZATION
“JRR” (embossing recipient’s initials)

THEME/NOTE
“Thank you for being in it with me for the 
long-haul. I am so grateful to have you as 
a client, friend, and (most-of-all) support-
er. May all your travels bring you home 
safe and sound.”



DETAILS
Handcrafted: same high-level leather quality 
and quilted-pattern stitching (think: Burber-
ry signature pattern) as all STL products.

“Why a luggage tag?” It's often the little 
things that make a big difference in travel. 
And while it would be an exaggeration to 
say that a good luggage tag can make or 
break a trip, having high-quality gear makes 
the journey easier and all those airline miles 
a lot less painful. This is the ultimate “love to 
own, wouldn’t buy for myself” luxury.

LUGGAGE TAG
$92.00 (INCL. P+N+S)

The perfect ‘extra’ as part
of an executive
continuity package

PERSONALIZATION
“JRR” (embossing recipient’s initials)

THEME/NOTE
“For a first-class client and friend: may all 
your travels be as rewarding for you as 
our relationship is to me.”



DETAILS
Isolation noise: not fully “noise cancelling” 
but pretty darn close. Each pair has a “classic 
headphone look” and comes with a carrying 
pouch. vs. BEATS headphones: side-by-side 
comparison of reviews, “superior sounding,” 
and “more classy and grown-up.” And 
half-the-price.

LSTN was founded by young philanthropists 
out of Los Angeles. For each product sold, 
they restore hearing for a person in third 
world.

STYLE HEADPHONES
$208.00 (INCL. E+N+S)

Zebra, Cherry, Ebony, or Beechwood

PERSONALIZATION
“JONES” (All caps, block lettering)

THEME/NOTE
“Thank you for being part of the CW 
family. We listen to your feedback. And 
continue to evolve and improve.”



BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
$178.00 (INCL. E+N+S)

DETAILS
Environmentally responsible, connect to any 
device: each speaker (and headset) is made 
of reclaimed (recycled) wood.

Not just a pretty box that plays music: other 
corporate clients include Delta, Spotify, 
Chivas Regal (scotch), Monster, Lincoln, AMC, 
etc.

TOMS shoe’s model: In the last 5 years, over 
30,000 people have received hearing aids in 
dozens of countries (Starkey Hearing Fnd.)

"LSTN is the perfect
mix of style and sound.“ 
-GQ Magazine

PERSONALIZATION
“JONES” (All caps, block lettering)

THEME/NOTE
“Thank you for being part of the CW 
family. It’s been a BLAST serving you. May 
the party never stop!”



ENTERTAINER PACK
$271.00 (INCL. E+W+N+S)

DETAILS
Pizza Cutter: beveled edge (pita, celery/veg-
gies, brownies, dried fruit, playdoh). Remov-
able blade for easy cleaning and/or aller-
gy-friendly.
Veggie Peeler: #1 rated peeler in the world; 
the most expensive (and best) peeler money 
can buy. Peels forward, backward, and a tip 
to pit.
Replaces the junky versions and drawer-full 
that people already have. Highly visible for 
entertaining – “Was thinking of you the 
other day…”

Forever Guarantee:
replace, resharpen,
pass down.

PERSONALIZATION
“Handcrafted Exclusively for the Jones family” 
“JRR” (Script)

THEME/NOTE
“What better way to show off your clean 
house than to do a little entertaining with 
family and friends? :)”Delivered in a navy, 
felt gift box * Can also be broken up as a 
continuity item



SHEAR FAVORITES
$241.00 (INCL. E+W+N+S)

DETAILS
Shears: indoor and outdoor projects, left and 
right-handed people, comes apart for easy 
cleaning, and can cut pennies in half (!!)

Spatula spreader: cut, spread, and serve. 
Daily sandwich maker, bagel spreader, lasa-
gna, and dessert slicer (cakes, brownies, etc).

People that host a lot: hummus, avocado, 
sandwich stations, cakes and desserts – 
Conversation starter: “Where’d you get 
THESE?”

Forever Guarantee:
replace, resharpen,
pass down.

PERSONALIZATION
“Handcrafted (Exclusively) for the Jones family”

THEME/NOTE
“I wanted to spread a little love your way. 
Thank you for everything you’ve done to 
help our team become a cut above the 
rest!” – Delivered in a navy, felt gift box



ICE CREAM SCOOP
$77.00 (INCL. E+W+N+S)

DETAILS
Features: Made from thick stainless steel 
and thin plated chrome: won’t frost over, has 
a point to get into corners, and can be used 
(also) for taking seeds out of squash, canta-
loupe, cucumbers, and pumpkin.

It has a “comfort grip” handle – angled 
upwards, so no ice cream gets on the count-
er when it’s set down. Resting ledge, so it 
won’t roll over.

Put an ice cube in the scoop at room temp. 
It’ll melt before your eyes.

Forever Guarantee:
replace, resharpen,
pass down.

PERSONALIZATION
“Handmade for the Jones family” 

THEME/NOTE
“Here’s the scoop. We love having you as 
a customer.” Note: might seem cheesy… 
but works magic.



4PC. GLASSWARE SET
$62.00 - $66.00 (INCL. E+W+N+S)

available in 12oz rock glasses OR 16oz tumbler glasses

DETAILS
Origin story: The founder is a former NASA 
scientist who invented a method to "upcy-
cle" 30,000 old wine bottles by cutting them 
with a $500,000 machine, while keeping 
integrity (smoothness) of the glass.

Easy to talk about: Since every bottle is 
unique, most glasses are slightly different 
and come in several different colors. Used at 
Four Seasons and Ritz Carlton in multiple 
locations worldwide.

PERSONALIZATION
“Jones” (See cursive logo script in picture)

THEME/NOTE
“Not one of these glasses is quite identi-
cal to any other. Thank you for being 
one-of-a-kind. May your time with friends 
and family be as refreshing to you… as 
you are to me and the CW family.”



5PC. GARDEN TOOL SET
$255.00 (INCL. E+W+N+S)

DETAILS
Features: Yellow accents so they’re easy to 
find in messy soil/the dark, steel goes all the 
way through, can withstand 300lbs of 
torque.
Full 5-piece set: big trowel, little trowel (not 
in pic), weeder, 3-pronged cultivator, and the 
bypass pruners – cuts through stems 
dime-sized.
Rated by Home & Garden Industry as #1 
trusted garden tools. Literally the last set of 
garden tools they’ll ever own (donate the old 
stuff)

Forever Guarantee:
replace, resharpen,
pass down.

PERSONALIZATION
(All) gardening is landscape painting.
-William Kent (None: cult/pruner)

THEME/NOTE
“I wanted to spread a little love your way. 
Thank you for everything you’ve done to 
help our team become a cut above the 
rest!” – comes with canvas garden bag
* High savings item ** Can also be broken 
up as a continuity item



FISHERMAN’S KNIFE
$135.00 (INCL. E+W+N+S)

DETAILS
5 Features: Belt loop, line cutter for rope / 
twine, sharpener (for both blade & hook) and 
a gripper if grandkids don’t want to hold the 
fish for a picture. Adjustable, pressure-re-
leased blade for different fish:

   •  6” good for small, bait fish
   •  7-8” good for trout or snappers
   •  9” good for salmon or cat-fish
Only fillet knife that’ll be sharp forever 
(Cutco will sharpen or replace)
 

Forever Guarantee:
replace, resharpen,
pass down.

PERSONALIZATION
“Handcrafted for Mark Jones” (2 lines, 23 block 
characters)

THEME/NOTE
“You’re simply a cut-above-the-rest. May 
our friendship last as long as this fishing 
knife… FOREVER!” Note: fantastic con-
cierge item * We recommend getting in 
orange (!!)



POCKET KNIFE
$94.00 (INCL. E+W+N+S)

DETAILS
Keychain friendly: also comes with a belt 
clip. Great for handyman, ranchers, farmers, 
electricians, mechanics, and construction 
workers.
Only knife that will last longer than a box 
cutter or any other pocket knife from other 
reputable, high-end brands. (Spyderco, Vic-
torinox, etc)
Double-D edge is great for tape, leather, 
cardboard, plastic – anything you put it up 
to, it’ll cut. Can also pry/saw and it won’t 
bend or break.

Forever Guarantee:
replace, resharpen,
pass down.

PERSONALIZATION
“Handcrafted for Mark Jones” (can engrave 
blade or handle)

THEME/NOTE
“Since the moment we met, I always saw 
us working together. Thanks for being 
part of the Clearly Windows family. May 
this small gesture be as reliable to you as 
you have been to me.” Includes pock-
et-sized gift box


